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1. Introduction

Organic semiconductors have found enor-
mous applications in organic electronics 
which encompass organic light-emitting 
diodes (OLEDs), organic photovoltaics 
(OPVs), organic photodetectors (OPDs), 
biological sensors, and so on.[1,2] Currently, 
a boost in research works on OPDs have 
been observed after the successful com-
mercialization of OLEDs and OPVs, since 
photodetectors can be widely applied in 
various fields such as imaging, optical 
communication, environmental/health 
monitoring, night vision, and chemical/
biological sensing.[2–17] Although OPDs 
show tremendous potentials, yet certain 
key parameters such as external quantum 
efficiency (EQE), linear dynamic range 
(LDR), and transient response should be 
improved significantly to optimize the 
detectivity so that it can vie against its 

inorganic counterpart.[5,14,15,18–22] The EQE of an OPD device 
is typically expressed in percentage that reflects the number of 
electrons collected at the electrode per incident photon at spe-
cific wavelength, while LDR describes the maximum dynamic 
range of an OPD device corresponding to its linear response in 
relation with the variation of incident light intensities.[19,20] The 
collection/extraction efficiencies of the photogenerated charge 
carriers are generally studied by the transient response of  
the OPDs.[13–15] On the other hand, detectivity of an OPD device 
is predominantly limited by the noise, which can be improved 
generally by inserting carrier blocking layers to suppress unde-
sired charge injection from the electrodes as well as to facilitate 
the charge collection by the electrodes simultaneously.[11]

Both the polymer- and small molecule-based organic semi-
conductors have been studied to demonstrate a broad-band and 
narrow-band NIR photodetectors with high-performance suc-
cessfully.[23] Significant research works have been conducted 
mostly on polymer-based OPDs due to the broader optical 
absorption compared to small molecules. Recently, Sun et  al. 
reported an efficient polymer solar cell with power conversion 
efficiency exceeding 16% and optical absorption extended to the 
NIR region, which is promising for the progress of NIR photo-
detector.[24] For small molecule-based OPVs, phthalocyanine 
(Pc) is widely used as a donor material in the absorption’s 

A near-infrared photodetector with optimized performance is reported using 
varied thickness (20, 40, 60, and 80 nm) of the active layer comprising 
chloroaluminium phthalocyanine (ClAlPc) and fullerene (C70) at the ratio of 
1:3, and TAPC:10% MoO3 and BPhen as electron and hole blocking layers, 
respectively. The experimental results reveal that the photodetector with 
80 nm thick active layer provides the best performance at the wavelength of 
730 nm achieving a very low dark current density of 1.15 × 10−9 A cm−2 and 
an external quantum efficiency of 74.6% with a responsivity of 0.439 A W−1 
at −2 V bias. Additionally, the device exhibits a dramatic high detectivity of 
4.14 × 1013 cm Hz1/2 W−1 at 0 V bias. The device exhibits not only a large linear 
response over a wide optical power range (LDR of 173.0 dB), but also a broad 
frequency response (778.7 kHz) and rise/fall time of 2.13/0.77 µs (based on 
trigger pulses at a frequency of 10 kHz) at the applied bias of −2 V. Based on 
the impedance spectroscopic study and the conventional characterization 
of electro-optical properties, the results demonstrate the superiority of this 
device over other small molecule-based near-infrared photodetectors.
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active layer, e.g., copper (II) phthalocyanine (CuPc), boron 
subphthalocyanine chloride (SubPc), lead (II) phthalocyanine 
(PbPc), and chloroaluminium phthalocyanine (ClAlPc).[17,25] 
An OPD device made with CuPc:C60 blend showed the incident 
photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) of 51.7% at a wavelength of 
620 nm with a specific detectivity of 4.0 × 1011 cm Hz1/2 W−1 as 
reported by Higashi et  al.[26] The thickness of the active layer 
plays a vital role in the optimization of optical field distribu-
tion, which was studied by Lee et al. demonstrating the change 
in spectral profile of EQE with the change in the acceptor (C70) 
thickness of the active layer based on SubPc:C70 blend.[27] On 
the other hand, the range of optical absorption can be extended 
to 1100  nm by employing PbPc:C70 blend as the active layer 
as mentioned by several studies. For example, Su et  al. fabri-
cated an OPD device with PbPc:C70 blend as the active layer 
exhibiting broad-band response in the wavelength range of 
300–1100 nm and the EQE of ≈30.2% in the NIR region (at a 
wavelength of 890  nm).[3] Meanwhile, Choi et  al. developed a 
PbPc-based inverted OPD device demonstrating the dark cur-
rent density of ≈10−6 A cm−2 and EQE of 31.1% at a wavelength 
of 970 nm, and 244 mA W−1 and 1.36 × 1011 cm Hz1/2 W−1 for 
a respective parameter of responsivity and specific detectivity 
measured at a bias voltage of −3  V.[28] Another Pc-derivative 
material, ClAlPc, also shows strong optical absorption in the 
NIR region with a narrow-band covering from 650 to 750 nm 
as compared to that of other Pc materials, such as PbPc, zinc 
phthalocyanine, and tin naphthalocyanine.[4,17,25,29,30] Joo et  al. 
has demonstrated another Pc-based NIR absorber, chloroin-
dium phthalocyanine (ClInPc) blended with C60 as the active 
layer, which achieved a dark current density of ≈10−8 A cm−2, 
EQE >  80% (at a wavelength of ≈705 nm), specific detectivity 
of 4.5  ×  1012 Jones, LDR of 77.2  dB, and frequency response 
of 2.85  kHz.[31] Note that several research teams highlighted 
that the active layer composed of ClAlPc as a donor and the 
fullerene as an acceptor is a promising photovoltaic layer to 
improve detection ability in the NIR region exploiting the 
high absorption coefficient (> 1 × 105 cm−1) of ClAlPc in the 
wavelength range of 615–815 nm.[32–35] Besides, another study 
by Du et  al. reported that the organic phototransistors with 
ClAlPc/C60 heterojunction showed the responsivity of 2.65 A W−1  
and specific detectivity of 4.2 × 1011  cm Hz1/2 W−1 at the 
wavelength of 808 nm.[36]

In the previous works as mentioned above, we have observed 
that the big challenge is the high dark current density (leakage 
current) of NIR OPDs. It is because such a parameter is one 
of the key issues to determine the image sensor’s quality. To 
suppress the OPD’s dark current density, inserting a proper car-
rier blocking layer between the active layer and electrode is a 
straightforward solution. For example, insertion of the buffer 
layers of 4,4′-cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)ben-
zenamine] (TAPC):MoO3 (ITO side) and BPhen (metal elec-
trode side) for the OPDs can achieve the dark current density of 
< 1.11 × 10−9 A cm−2.[21] Therefore, we propose an efficient NIR 
OPDs using the active layer of ClAlPc:C70 and suitable carrier 
blocking layers (TAPC:10% MoO3 and BPhen) to achieve a wide 
absorption range of 300–800 nm. In this work, the active layers 
with a varied thickness (20, 40, 60, and 80  nm) were investi-
gated by using the optical and electrical characterizations, such 
as dark/light current density, the EQE bias, detectivity, photore-
sponse (LDR, −3 dB, and rise/fall time), and impedance spec-
troscopy in details. The optimal device (selected by the highest 
EQE at −2 V) with 80 nm thick ClAlPc:C70 (1:3) blend offers the 
dark current density of 1.15 × 10−9 A cm−2 at −2 V and a specific 
detectivity of 4.14 ×  1013  cm Hz1/2 W−1 at 0 V under the wave-
length of 730 nm, representing the best small molecule-based 
NIR OPD device ever reported (see Figure 1).

2. Results and Discussion

Figure 2a shows the device configuration, molecular structures, 
and energy level of the respective material. In this study, the 
OPD devices were composed of the active layer of ClAlPc:C70 
(1:3) blend sandwiched between the carrier blocking layers and 
electrodes similar to the general device structure of an OPV.[11,37] 
The blocking layers act to facilitate charge transfer and inhibit 
the charge injection under forward and reverse biases, respec-
tively.[38] The better performance of an OPD device relies on 
minimizing the leakage currents under reverse bias, which is, 
in general, controlled by the energy barrier for electrons formed 
at the anode (4.8  eV) and LUMO level (4.3  eV) of the acceptor 
materials, C70, as well as for holes formed at the cathode (4.2 eV) 
and HOMO level (5.4  eV) of ClAlPc. Therefore, to improve 
the energy barriers at the electrodes for further suppression of 

Figure 1. The state-of-the-art of small molecule-based NIR OPDs reported for the last 10 years. The electrical characteristics of a) dark current density 
(the applied bias voltage of −2 V) and b) the specific detectivity (D*) for OPDs. Note that the values of D* were recorded at the absorption wavelength 
of ≈730 nm.
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leakage currents, carrier blocking layers of TAPC:10% MoO3 
(LUMO = 2.0  eV) for electrons and BPhen (HOMO = 6.5  eV) 
for holes with the thicknesses of 30 nm and 3 nm, respectively, 
were inserted between the active layer and the corresponding 
electrodes.[21] Figure 2b shows the absorption coefficient spectra 
of the respective organic thin-films of ClAlPc and C70, exhibiting 
strong absorption in the region of ultraviolet to visible light (from 
< 350 to ≈600 nm) and red to NIR light (from ≈650 to ≈800 nm), 
respectively. Therefore, a broad-band spectrum with strong 
absorption extending to NIR could be achieved by blending 
the active materials with different ratios of 1:5, 1:3, 1:1, 2:1, and  
0:1 of donor (ClAlPc) and acceptor (C70) (see Figure S1, Supporting 
Information). However, the active layer with a blending ratio 
of 1:3 of ClAlPc:C70 shows the optimized photodetection with 
broad-band absorption from the region of ultraviolet up to NIR 
light. As a consequence, all the OPD devices under study were 
fabricated with the active layer of ClAlPc:C70 blended at the ratio 
of 1:3. The performance of OPD device was optimized by tuning 
the thickness (20, 40, 60, and 80  nm) of the active layer. The 
absorbance spectra of active layer as a function of the thickness 
(20, 40, 60, and 80 nm) is presented in Figure 2c for comparison.
Figure  3 shows the current density-voltage characteristics 

for the OPD device with the active layer thickness of 20, 40, 60, 
and 80 nm measured under dark and illumination conditions by 
sweeping bias from the region of 2 to −2 V. It is obvious that the 
OPD device with the active layer thickness of 20 nm shows a high 
leakage current (5.9 × 10−6 A cm−2) at a bias voltage of −2  V as 
compared to that of the OPD device with the active layer thickness 
of 80 nm (1.15 × 10−9 A cm−2). The drastic decrease in leakage cur-
rent (three orders of magnitude) for the OPD device with the active 
layer thickness of 80  nm insinuates the effective suppression 
of charge carriers injection from the electrodes by the blocking 
layers. The thinner active layer is prone to have a surface mor-
phology with defects, thus generating the lower shunt resistance  
(RSH) that contributes to the increase of leakage current as reported 
by Kim et  al.[39] To further explore the interfacial phenomenon, 
impedance spectroscopic study was carried out to investigate the 

Figure 2. a) The device configuration, molecular structure, and energy 
level of the respective materials. b) The absorption coefficient of the 
organic ClAlPc and C70 thin-films deposited on a quartz substrate. c) The 
absorbance spectra of the thin film of ClAlPc:C70 (1:3) blends as a func-
tion of thickness.

Figure 3. Current density–voltage characteristics (dark and illumination 
condition) of the OPD devices based on ClAlPc:C70 (1:3) blend with var-
ious thickness studied in this work.
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charge transfer resistance in bulk heterojunction.[12,40–42] In the 
dark condition, the Nyquist-plot shows comparatively lower charge 
transfer resistance (RCT) for the device with the active layer thick-
ness of 20 nm under an AC signal (Figure S2a, Supporting Infor-
mation).[12,40] In addition, the device with the active layer thickness 
of 20 nm shows the lowest constant phase element, i.e., less capa-
bility of storing the charge.[40,42] Under illumination condition,  

the OPD device employing the active layer with the respective 
thickness of 20, 40, 60, and 80  nm exhibited the photocurrent 
density (Jph) of 6.63, 13.55, 16.46, and 16.02 mA cm−2, respectively. 
The slight decrease in the photocurrent density for the active layer 
thickness of 80  nm compared to that of the device with 60  nm 
active layer is attributed to the lattice polarization that reduces the 
carrier diffusion and recombination.[40]

Figure 4. AFM images with parameter of RMS & Rsk for ClAlPc:C70 (1:3) blend with the thickness of the active layer a,c) 20 nm and b,d) 80 nm.

Figure 5. The spectral response of the OPD device with various active layer thickness under a bias voltage of −2 V. a) External quantum efficiency and 
b) responsivity.

Adv. Optical Mater. 2020, 2000519
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The surface morphologies of the active layers with thicknesses 
of 20 and 80 nm were analyzed by atomic force microscope 
(AFM) and are displayed as the images in Figure 4 for compar-
ison. The high value of roughness (RMS) and skewness (Rsk) of 
the active layer with the thickness of 80 nm compared to 20 nm 
or other thickness (see Figure S3 (Supporting Information) for 
40 and 60 nm) are resulted from the higher density of grains.[43,44] 
Moreover, Figure 4c,d shows the 2D fast Fourier transform (2D-
FFT) of the corresponding AFM images depicting the symmetry 
of the respective surface morphologies.[45,46] The EQE spectra 
(Figure  5a) are similar for all the OPD devices with different 
thicknesses of the active layer. Meanwhile, the EQE increases 
according to the active layer thickness irrespective of the wave-
lengths, suggesting higher optical absorption and charge gen-
eration in the thicker bulk heterojunction.[19,47] To address such 
phenomena, the EQE spectra (see Figure S4, Supporting Infor-
mation) were normalized. The normalized EQE demonstrates 
a similar trend to the optical distribution in the device, and the 
results indicate that the cavity effect contributes to the photogen-
eration carrier profile and thus gradually improves the response 
in the NIR region (at the wavelength of 730 nm). However, the 
EQE at the wavelength range of 350–450 nm does not follow the 
trend as mentioned above, where the EQE peak is higher for the 
active layer with a thickness of 40 nm. This phenomenon could 
be attributed to the cumulative result of the optical cavity effect 
related to the optimized thickness of the active layer as well as 
the reduction in trap-assisted recombination due to the larger 
grain sizes in the thicker active layers.[22,39,47,48] As expected,  
the responsivity of OPD devices (see Figure  5b) also follows a 
similar trend as EQE data. The OPD device with the active layer 
thickness of 80  nm shows the highest EQE and responsivity 
of 74.6% and 0.439 A W–1, respectively, at the wavelength of 
730 nm under a bias of −2 V, while an active layer thickness of  
60  nm outperforms slightly in the wavelength range of 350 to 
450 nm (see Table S1 for details, Supporting Information).

Specific detectivity, D*, of a photodetector determines its 
ability to detect the weakest photosignal under various noises 
such as shot, Johnson (thermal), and flicker (1/f).[12,19,22,49–54] D* 
is a crucial figure of merit for photodetectors, which is usually 
expressed in the simple equation by[8–18,21,22,38,52,54,55]

D
R

q J
=

2
*

dark

 (1)

where R is the responsivity (A W−1), q is elementary charge (1.6 × 
10−19 C), and Jdark is dark current density (A cm−2). In principle, 
Jdark is the sum of total noise, including the shot noise, thermal 
(Johnson) noise, and flicker noise (1/f). Generally, the flicker noise 
is negligible at frequencies beyond 100 Hz[51] while the shot noise 
(ishot) and thermal noise (ithermal) could be estimated by following[52]

i q I B= 2shot dark  (2)

i
k T B

R
=

4
thermal

SH

 (3)

where Idark is dark current (Ampere), B is normalized band-
width (value in 1), k is Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10−23 J K−1), 

Figure 6. a) Responsivity, b) noise current, and c) specific detectivity of 
the OPD device with various active layer thicknesses by applying the zero 
bias voltage.
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T is the temperature in Kelvin, RSH is shunt resistance meas-
ured by impedance spectroscopy following Nyquist theory (see 
Figure S2a, Supporting Information). Here, there has already 
knew some limitations to adopt Equation  (1) for the calcula-
tion of D*. For example, Equation  (1) assumes that the total 
noises of the photodetector are dominated by shot noise in Idark, 
which means that the shot noise level must be several times or 
even an order of magnitude higher than that of the Johnson 
(thermal) noise.[52] The RSH of proposed OPDs with active layer 
thicknesses of 20, 40, 60, and 80  nm are 0.78, 1.18, 1.23, and 
1.47 MΩ, respectively. Based on the results of Idark and RSH, the 
calculated ishot near zero bias shows twice of magnitude lower 
than the thermal noise (see Table S1, Supporting Information). 
Therefore, it is not reasonable to utilize Equation  (1) for esti-
mating D*. Besides, we observed similar behavior of polymer 

photodetectors in other works,[51,55] implying that the equation 
for D* should be used as following[51,53–55]

D
R A f

i
=*

noise

 (4)

where R is the responsivity (A W−1), A is detection area 
(cm−2), f is the bandwidth (Hz), and inoise is the noise cur-
rent (A Hz−1/2). The noise current of photodetector can be 
measured by a lock-in amplifier in current measurement 
mode.[53] According to Equation  (4), Figure  6a–c provides the 
results of responsivity, noise current, and D*. The level of 
the noise current for our OPDs is closed to a few fA Hz−1/2, 
which results in the D* of 1.72 × 1013, 4.61 × 1013, 4.82 × 1013, 
and 4.14 × 1013  cm Hz1/2 W−1 with the active layer thickness 

Table 1. The characteristics of OPD devices with various thickness of the active layer based on ClAlPc:C70 blend. The average (avg) value is calculated 
by eight devices for each recipe of the OPD.

Active layer thickness [nm] Dark current density [A cm−2] a) EQE [%] b) R [A W−1] c) inoise [fA Hz−1/2] d) D* [Jones] e)

Avg Min Avg Max Avg Max

20 6.05 × 10−6 5.90 × 10−6 17.7 19.5 0.079 0.087 16.00 ± 6.72 1.72 × 1013

40 1.61 × 10−8 1.48 × 10−8 51.9 52.5 0.188 0.189 13.00 ± 5.20 4.61 × 1013

60 1.89 × 10−9 1.66 × 10−9 73.2 73.6 0.227 0.229 15.00 ± 5.70 4.82 × 1013

80 1.29 × 10−9 1.15 × 10−9 73.2 74.6 0.193 0.196 15.00 ± 5.40 4.14 × 1013

a)The values are based on measurement at the point of a reverse bias voltage of −2 V; b)The spectral responses are based on measurement using a reverse bias voltage 
of −2 V with the peak detection values at a wavelength radiance of 730 nm; c)The spectral responses are based on measurement under zero bias voltage with the peak 
detection values at a wavelength radiance of 730 nm; d)The values are based on measurement under zero bias voltage; e)The values are derived from Equation (4), where 
A = 0.04 cm2 and f = 250 Hz.

Figure 7. The LDR measurement of the OPD device at a bias of −2 V under a 780 nm radiant flux from 1 W cm−2 to 1 nW cm−2 with the active layer 
thickness of a) 20 nm, b) 40 nm, c) 60 nm, and d) 80 nm. The Adj. Rsq value is the mean square deviation from the linear fitting results.
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of 20, 40, 60, and 80  nm, respectively (Figure  6c). The details 
of the calculation are summarized in Table 1. In addition, the 
data of responsivity and specific detectivity are summarized in 
Table S2 (Supporting Information), at the wavelengths of 370, 
530, and 730 nm with the active layer employing the different 
thicknesses.

The response of the OPD device under various intensities 
of light was studied by measuring the linear dynamic range 
(LDR), which is expressed as the ratio of the strongest to the 
weakest optical power (irradiance) when the device maintains 
its linear response.[20,49] Figure 7 depicts the LDR plots of the 
OPD devices which are exposed to radiance from laser and LED 
at a bias voltage of −2 V. The LDR (dB) of OPD device was cal-
culated by using Equation (5)[5,14,15,20–22,31,52,55,56]

J
J









LDR = 20 log max(V)

min(V)

 (5)

here Jmax(V) and Jmin(V) are the maximum and minimum of 
the detectable photocurrent density (A cm−2) with applying 
a similar bias voltage. The OPD device with the active layer 
thicknesses of 20, 40, 60, and 80 nm achieved the LDR values 
of 77.4, 147.2, 169.7, and 173.0  dB, respectively (Table S3, Sup-
porting Information), indicating the linear correlation. The 
OPD device with an active layer thickness of 20  nm shows 
comparatively low LDR with much faster deviation from the 
linearity at low optical power, which could be attributed to the 
shot noise caused by the large leakage current (or high dark 
current density) and the low photocurrent, also the flicker 
noise caused by trap states at low frequency.[5,19] It is worthy 
to mention that the LDR of the OPD devices increases at 0 V 
bias, which can be attributed to the extremely low dark current 
density. Meanwhile, the photocurrent density gets saturated at 
high illumination due to the direct recombination of free car-
riers (bimolecular recombination), which governs the limit 
of the upper dynamic range (Figure S5, Supporting Informa-
tion).[5,14,19] Based on Equation  (5), the LDR values exhibited 
by the OPD devices under this study are higher compared to 
ClInPc (77.2 dB) which is a similar derivative of ClAlPc as well 
as other organic-based OPDs from previous reports[31] and con-
siderably similar to organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite photo-
detectors (191  dB),[56] notwithstanding lower than inorganic Si 
photodetectors (200–240 dB).[17]

The performance of the OPD device was further investigated 
by studying the frequency response and transient photovoltage. 
The frequency bandwidth of the OPD device was estimated by 

measuring the cut-off frequency (f−3dB) at the signal strength 
of −3dB under continuous illumination.[14,15,20] Fundamentally, 
f−3dB of an OPD device is expressed in terms of the transport 
time of charge carriers and the time constant (RC) following 
Equation (6)[5,20–22,56]

f
R C

tπ π( ) 

 


1

= 2 +
2

3.5–3dB
2 tot

2 tr
2

 (6)

where Rtot is the total series resistance (ohm, including the 
measuring instrument), C is the capacitance (Farad), and ttr is 
the transport time (second) of charge carriers. However, the pre-
vious work by Lee et al. demonstrated that a large device area 
showed the limitation of the bandwidth in frequency response 
(f−3dB). Therefore the RC-controlled frequency response  
(fRC, −3dB) of the OPD could be expressed as[21]

f
R Cπ

=
1

2
RC, –3dB  (7)

where R is the series resistance (ohm) and C is the capaci-
tance (Farad). According to the equivalent circuit measure-
ments, the critical parameters can be readily obtained, i.e., the 
values of series resistance and capacitance for the OPDs with 
different thicknesses of the active layer, as shown in Table  2. 
According to the equivalent circuit, the value of capacitance 
decreases monotonically with the increase in the thickness 
of the active layers. This may imply that a thicker active layer 
can improve the photoresponse time of OPDs. The values of 
the cut-off frequency of the OPD device are improved from  
105.5 to 778.7  kHz by varying the active layer thickness from  
20 to 80 nm as depicted in Figure 8a. As shown in Table 2, both 
the frequency response of fRC, −3dB (from the RC-based meas-
urement) and f−3dB (from the oscilloscope-based measurement) 
indicate that a thicker active layer is responsible to the longer 
diffusion of the charge carriers and shallow trap states.[12,39,48]

Hence, the transient photovoltage of an OPD device is 
directly related to the transport time of charge carriers collected 
at the electrodes, which provides information on the response 
time of the OPD device measured in the form of the rise time 
and fall time.[14,15,21,22] Here, the rise and fall time is respec-
tively defined as the time interval for the photovoltage reaching 
from 10% up to 90% and 90% down to 10% of its maximum 
value measured from the response under modulated-illumi-
nation.[13–15,19,49,50] Based on the trigger pulse in a frequency of 
10 kHz, the transient photovoltage of OPD device was recorded 

Table 2. The summary of dynamic characteristics of OPD devices with various thickness of the active layer based on ClAlPc:C70 blend.

Active layer thickness [nm] Resistance [Ω] a) Capacitance [nF] a) fRC, −3 dB [kHz] b) f−3 dB [kHz] c) Rise time [µs] d) Fall time [µs] d)

20 110.60 ± 4.88 4.941 ± 0.091 291.2 105.5 5.97 6.26

40 85.18 ± 4.20 3.222 ± 0.043 579.9 526.9 7.85 4.45

60 85.44 ± 3.33 2.413 ± 0.023 772.0 730.9 4.69 0.87

80 100.80 ± 4.30 1.908 ± 0.021 827.5 778.7 2.13 0.77

a)The values based on the fitting result of equivalent circuit, measured by Solartron analytical Materials Lab XM under illumination of 780 nm LED light with a flux density 
of 1 mW cm−2; b)The frequency response calculation values are based on Equation (7); c)The values are based on measurement from trigger of 780 nm LED light with a flux 
density of 1 mW cm−2, monitored by oscilloscope; d)The record of transient photovoltage response values at a pulse frequency of 10 kHz from trigger of 780 nm LED light 
with a flux density of 1 mW cm−2.
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as shown in Figure  8b. The device with an active layer thick-
ness of 40  nm exhibits a shorter rise time as compared to 
that of the device with an active layer thickness of 20  nm as 
seen clearly in Figure  8c. Such effect is also clearly visible in 

Figure S2b (Supporting Information) with the presence of RCT 
at the second semi-circle representing shunt resistance.[41] How-
ever, the inset in Figure S2b (Supporting Information) zooms 
in the first semi-circle of the Nyquist plot depicting the carrier 
diffusion pathways in the devices with the active layer thick-
ness of 20 and 40  nm, thereby the corresponding RC time.[57] 
The detail information related to the photodynamic response 
for all the OPD devices are summarized in Table 2. To investi-
gate the operational stability/lifetime of our OPD, the method 
of the light-aging (power density of ≈1 mW cm−2) was utilized 
to evaluate the device performance as shown in Figure S6 (Sup-
porting Information). The current density of the OPDs under 
continuous light-soaking showed a very stable profile keeping 
almost the constant value for one week. This result implies 
that our OPDs may have a good potential in wearable sensing 
applications.

3. Conclusion

This study has demonstrated a systematic and comprehen-
sive investigation on an efficient small molecule-based photo-
detector with a steady wavelength responding to the region 
of NIR, which was successfully achieved by tuning the thick-
ness of the active layer. The active blend comprising ClAlPc 
as donor and C70 as acceptor together with the introduction 
of carrier-blocking layers, TAPC:10% MoO3 and BPhen, for 
effectively suppressing the leakage current. Moreover, the clas-
sical figures of merit, such as quantum yield, responsivity, 
specific detectivity, linear dynamic range, cut-off frequency, 
and response time, were further investigated and interpreted 
by absorbance spectra, AFM topography, and impedance 
spectroscopy. The optimal OPD device reported in this work 
responses strongly at the wavelength of 730 nm with the dark 
current density of 1.15 × 10−9 A cm−2 and EQE of 74.6% accom-
panied by the responsivity of 0.439 A W−1, the LDR of 173 dB, 
and the frequency response of 778.7  kHz along with rise/fall 
time of 2.13/0.77 µs (based on trigger pulses at a frequency of 
10  kHz) under a reverse bias voltage of −2  V, while the spe-
cific detectivity of 4.14 × 1013 cm Hz1/2 W−1 at zero bias voltage. 
Our results suggest the possible applicability of this NIR active 
OPD device as a receiver in optical communications.[58]

4. Experimental Section
The materials such as TAPC (>98%), MoO3 (>99%), ClAlPc (85%), 
fullerene (C70, >98%), 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BPhen, >99%),  
and Ag were purchased from Merck KGaA (Sigma-Aldrich). All the 
organic materials were purified once (twice for ClAlPc) in homemade 
temperature gradient sublimation system before vacuum-deposited 
on commercially available ITO-coated glass substrates (Luminescence 
Technology Corp., 15 ohm sq−1) to fabricate the sequential layers. 
The OPD device with the structure of ITO/TAPC:10% MoO3 (30 nm)/
ClAlPc:C70 (1:3; with 20, 40, 60, and 80  nm thicknesses)/BPhen 
(3  nm)/Ag (90  nm) and active area of 4 mm2 were fabricated in the 
thermal evaporation chamber at 2 × 10−6  Torr and the deposition 
rate of 0.5–1 Å s−1 (3 Å s−1 for Ag deposition). The thickness of each 
layer was measured by the quartz crystal microbalance, which was 
calibrated by a surface profiler (Bruker, DektakXT). The final devices 
were encapsulated in a nitrogen-filled glove box (O2  <  0.1  ppm; 

Figure 8. The response speed of the OPD devices at a bias voltage of 
−2 V under 1 mW cm−2 780 nm illumination with modulated frequency. 
a) Normalized bandwidth of frequency response, b) normalized square 
waveform of transient photovoltage. The reference light signal is also 
included as the dashed line for a comparison. c) Rise and fall time from 
the normalized pulse of transient photovoltage.
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H2O < 0.1 ppm) by attaching a glass substrate with UV-curable epoxy 
resin under UV illumination.

The absorption coefficient spectra of the organic thin-films for 
the material of donor (D) ClAlPc and acceptor (A) C70, on a quartz 
substrate was recorded using UV–vis spectrophotometer (Jasco, 
V-770) and the morphology of the layer (2  µm × 2  µm) on a silicon 
substrate was studied by atomic force microscope (AFM) (Park 
Systems, XE-70) in noncontact mode with a silicon tip (PPP-NCHR). 
All the electro-optical measurements of the OPD devices encapsulated 
with glass substrates were performed in the ambient atmosphere 
(room temperature of ≈26 °C; humidity of ≈50%). The current 
density–voltage (J–V) characteristics of OPDs were measured using 
a programmable source meter (Keithley, model 2636A) in the dark 
condition and under one sun solar simulator (Newport, 91160A) with 
an intensity of 100 mW cm−2. The resistive and capacitive properties 
of the OPDs were investigated by impedance spectroscopy (Solartron, 
Materials Lab XM) with a sinusoidal AC signal (under an amplitude 
of ≈500  mV) tuned in the frequency range from 10−6 to 1 MHz. 
Noise current was directly measured from SR830 lock-in amplifier. 
To measure the EQE and responsivity of OPDs, monochromatic 
light beams from a commercial light source (Newport, TLS-300XR) 
calibrated with Si photodetector (Newport, 818-UV) were chopped at 
the frequency of 250  Hz by an optical chopper system before it was 
illuminated on the devices and the response was recorded by a lock-in 
amplifier (Signal Recovery 7225), while the details of the spectral 
radiance are presented in Figure S7 (Supporting Information). 
For measurement of LDR, the emission wavelengths of 785 and 
780  nm from respective light beam of laser (CNI, MLL-III-785) and 
LED (Thorlabs, M780L3) were directing to motorized filter wheel 
(Thorlabs, FW102CNEB), then its radiances were used to irradiance 
the area of OPDs device. In the measurement of frequency response 
and transient photovoltage, the light beam from commercially LED 
(Thorlabs, the emission wavelength of 780  nm) with a flux density 
of 1  mW cm−2 that generated from a function generator (Tektronix, 
AFG3102C) was triggering the response of OPDs device; hereafter the 
response of signal was converted from photocurrent to photovoltage 
by the low noise current preamplifier with an A/V gain factor of 105 
and without any bandwidth filters (Ametek, model 5182), then it was 
displayed and recorded using 2.5 GHz oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy, 
WaveRunner 625Zi). Moreover, an LED light with a flux density 
of 1.01  mW cm−2 (Thorlabs; MWWHLP1 3000 K) was used for the 
stability/lifetime measurement, where the power density was recorded 
by the spectrum meter (Optimum, SRI-2000).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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